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Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath) was grown in continuous culture with methanol (1.0%, v/v) as 
sole carbon and energy source. Cells grown on methanol exhibited differences in methane 
monooxygenase (MMO) activity which were dependent on the concentration of copper sulphate 
present in the growth medium; an increase in the concentration of copper in the growth medium 
enhanced both in vivo and in vitro MMO activity. The MMO activity in methanol-grown 
Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath) was always associated with the particulate fraction of cell-free 
extracts; at no time was soluble MMO activity detected. In vitro MMO activity was also 
stimulated by the addition of copper compounds to the assay system and the stimulation was 
shown to be pH-dependent. The concentration of copper sulphate in the growth medium also 
determined the intracytoplasmic membrane content of the cells, as judged by electron 
microscopy of thin-sections, which could be correlated with particulate MMO activity, although 
it is not possible at this time to say whether the increase in MMO activity seen is due to the 
increased membrane content or due to the copper ions per se. 

INTRODUCTION 

Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath) is an obligate methylotroph which can utilize either methane 
or methanol as its sole source of carbon and energy. Growth on methane involves oxidation of 
the substrate to methanol, a reaction catalysed by the enzyme methane monooxygenase (MMO). 
A series of oxidation reactions then convert the methanol to carbon dioxide via formaldehyde 
and formate. A proportion of the formaldehyde produced is assimilated into cellular biomass via 
the ribulose monophosphate pathway, the remainder being oxidized to provide energy for its 
assimilation. 

Methanol can act as sole carbon and energy source for some methanotrophs but growth can be 
difficult to achieve since methanol is toxic even at concentrations as low as 0.01% (v/v) 
(Leadbetter & Foster, 1958; Stocks & McCleskey, 1964; Whittenbury et al., 1970). It is possible 
to obtain growth on methanol either by preadaptation of the organism, which involves a gradual 
increase in the amount of methanol fed to the culture (Hou et al., 1979a), or by growing the 
organism in chemostat culture under methanol limitation (Linton & Vokes, 1978). 

There have been several conflicting reports in the literature concerning the presence of the 
MMO enzyme in methanotrophs which have been grown on methanol. The Exxon group have 
claimed that growth of Methylosinus trichosporium OB3b, Methylococcus capsulatus CRL-M1, 
and Methylobacterium organophilum CRL-26 on methanol caused the loss of MMO activity and 
they concluded that MMO was induced by methane (Hou et al., 1979b). Other reports of growth 
of methanotrophs on methanol (Linton & Vokes, 1978; Hyder et al., 1979; Best & Higgins, 198 1) 
have shown that MMO activity was retained when cells were grown for periods of up to 9 
months on methanol. 

Ahbreciations: M M O ,  methane monooxygenase; PAGGE, polyacrylamide gradient gel electrophoresis. 
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In a recent report, Best & Higgins (1981) showed that Methylosinus trichosporium OE33b could 
be maintained on methanol and that cells harvested from steady-state methanol-limited 
chemostat culture possessed MMO in the soluble fraction of cell-free extracts. 

We have recently demonstrated that the intracellular location of the MMO from methane- 
grown Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath) and Methylosinus trichosporium OB3b is determined by 
the copper :biomass ratio (Stanley et al., 1983). When this value is low the soluble form of the 
enzyme predominates whereas at a high copper:biomass ratio the particulate form of the 
enzyme is preferentially present, Copper has also been shown to have an effect on tlne rate of 
oxidation of methane, the extent of intracytoplasmic membranes and the rate of growth in batch 
culture of Methanomonas margaritae (Takeda et a/., 1976; Ohtomo et al., 1977; Takeda & 

Tanaka, 1980). 
The purpose of the present investigation is to determine to what extent MMO is syntlhesized in 

methanol-grown Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath), how the concentration of copper in tlhe growth 
medium affects the activity and intracellular location of the MMO, and to examine the effect of 
copper on the intracytoplasmic membrane content of the cells. 

M E T H O D S  

Growth of Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath) and preparation of cell free extracts. Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath) 

was grown at 45 "C in a 2-1 fermenter (L. H. Engineering, Stoke Poges, UK) on nitrate mineral salts medium 

(Whittenbury et al., 1970). Cultures were initially grown on methane/air (1 :4, v/v) as sole carbon and energy 

source and were adapted to growth on methanol by addition of 0.5% methanol to the medium and reducing the 

methane flow rate to zero over a period Of 4 d. Subsequently the methanol concentration in the medium was raised 

Copper sulphate (CuSO,. 5H20)  was added to the medium to give a final concentration of 0,0-2,0.6, 1 .O, 1.2 and 

2.0 mg 1 - I .  At each of the copper concentrations tested the culture was allowed to reach steady-state conditions 

before cells were removed for experimental procedures. The copper concentration was then increased in the 

medium and a new steady-state attained before the next samples were removed. 

For whole-cell studies, cells were harvested by centrifugation ( l O O O O g  for 10 min) at 4 "C, washed twice in ice- 
cold 20 mM-sodium/potassium phosphate buffer pH 7.0 and resuspended to an OD540 of 20 (approximately 4 mg 

dry wt ml-I). 

Cell-free extracts for the soluble and particulate forms of the enzyme were prepared by slightly different 

methods. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 1 O O O O g  for 10 min at 4 "C, washed in cold 20 m,M-Tris/HCl 

buffer pH 7.0 and then resuspended in the same buffer. Sodium thioglycollate (5 mM) was added to the breakage 

buffer for preparations of the soluble MMO; this stabilized component C of the enzyme (Colby & Dalton, 1978). 

Cells were broken by two passages through a pre-cooled French pressure cell at 137 MPa. Any whole cells 

remaining were removed by centrifugation at lOOOOg for 15 min. The cell-free extract was then separated into 

soluble and particulate fractions by centrifugation at 38000 g for 30 min. 

The particulate MMO is inhibited by thioglycollate (Stanley et al., 1983) and so preparations of this form of the 

enzyme were broken in the absence of thioglycollate. Centrifugation to obtain the soluble and particulate fractions 

were as described for the soluble MMO. 

M M O  assay. MMO activity in cell-free extracts was determined by gas chromatographic assay of propylene 

epoxidation with NADH as the electron donor. The assay for the soluble enzyme was determined in a 5 ml conical 

flask which contained 40 mM-sodium/potassium phosphate buffer pH 7.0 and sufficient soluble extract to give a 

final protein concentration of 7 mg ml-I. Propylene (2.5 ml) was added through a Suba-Seal and the flask 

equilibrated at 45 "C for 30 s prior to addition of NADH (5 mM). The particulate enzyme was assayed similarly but 

the buffer pH was 7.5 (the particulate enzyme has maximal activity at pH 7.5). The activity of the particulate 

MMO was also determined in the presence of copper compounds at pH 7.0 and 7.5. 

Protein concentration was determined using the commercially available BioRad Protein Assay Concentrate. 

Whole cell respiration studies. A Clark-type oxygen electrode (Rank Bros, Bottisham, Cambridge, UlC) was used, 

with a reaction vessel of 3 ml capacity. All assays were carried out at 45 "C and contained 20 mM- 

sodium/potassium phosphate buffer pH 7.0 and sufficient whole cell suspension to give a final OD540 of 2-0 

(0.5 mg dry wt cells ml-I). Gaseous compounds were added as saturated buffers, the compound concentration 

being calculated using Henry's Law and the relevant Henry's constant (International Critical Tables, vol. 3, pp. 

Electron microscopy. Samples of cells for thin-section electron microscopy were fixed using the standard method 

of Kellenberger et al. (1958). After fixation, cells were embedded in agar, diced and stained for 2 h in 0.5% (w/v) 

uranyl acetate in Kellenberger buffer. Stained cells were sequentially dehydrated in a graded ethanol1 water series 

before embedding in Araldite epoxy resin (Luft, 1961). The Araldite was polymerized at 60 "C for 48 h. 

to 1.0% (viv). 

255-26 1). 
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Sections were cut on a Reichert OEB U 2  ultramicrotome. Post-staining was carried out according to the method 

of Reynolds (1963) and the samples examined in a Joel 2 electron microscope. 

SDS-po/vacrylamide gradient gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGGE). This was done using a linear gradient vertical 

slab gel and discontinuous buffering system (Laemmli, 1970). Polypeptide bands were visualized by staining with 

Coomassie Blue R250 (BDH). 

Chemicals. Methane, ethylene and propylene were obtained from British Oxygen Co. Ltd. London, UK. 

Acetylene was obtained from Matheson Gas Products, Croydon, UK.  Materials for gel electrophoresis were 

obtained from BDH. Electron microscopy materials were supplied by the following : uranyl acetate and osmium 

tetroxide, Polaron Equipment Ltd., Watford, Herts, UK,  and Araldite epoxy resin by Emscope. Ashford, Kent, 

U K .  All other chemicals were supplied by Fisons Scientific Apparatus. 

R E S U L T S  

EfSect of addition of  copper on methanol-grown Methylococcus cupsulatus (Bath)  

Cells were grown on 1-00/, (v/v) methanol as sole carbon and energy source in chemostat 

culture until steady-state conditions were attained at which time samples were taken for 
analysis. The copper sulphate concentration in the medium was then increased and a new 
steady-state reached before further samples were taken. This process was repeated for each of 
the copper concentrations studied (0, 0.2, 0.6, 1.0, 1.2, 2.0 mg CuSO,. 5 H 2 0  I - ' ) .  

When Methylococcus capsulutus (Bath) was grown on methane as the sole carbon and energy 
source an increase in the copper sulphate concentration in the medium led to an increase in cell 

density of approximately 25-300/, as evidenced by increased ODS,,, and dry wt of cells (mg I - ' ) .  
However, with growth on methanol, the addition of copper to the medium did not lead to an 
increase in cell density. This phenomenon of an increase in cell density when copper is added to 
methane-grown cells but not methanol-grown cells has also been observed in batch cultures of 
the obligate methylotroph Methj*anomonas murguritae (Takeda & Tanaka, 1980). 

Addition of copper to methanol-grown cells does, however, affect the activity of the MMO 
located in the particulate fraction of cell-free extracts. As the copper concentration in the growth 
medium was raised there was an increase in MMO activity as measured by the propylene 
epoxidation assay (Table 1). This activity was totally inhibited by addition of 0.1 mwpotassium 
cyanide to the assay showing that the enzyme activity was due to the particulate MMO rather 
than the soluble MMO since potassium cyanide is a potent inhibitor of the particulate but not 
the soluble enzyme (Stanley et ~ 1 . .  1983). The particulate MMO was shown to exhibit maximal 

activity at pH 7.5 in the absence of copper in contrast to the soluble MMO isolated from cells 
grown on methane which as maximum activity at a pH value of 7.0. The addition of copper salts 
to the assay system at pH 7.0 enhanced propylene epoxidation activity as shown in Table 1 and 

below. This activity enhancement ranged from 60 to 80:i above the activity measured without 
added copper and at very low concentrations of copper in the growth medium (less than 
0.2 mg 1 - l )  it  was only possible to detect in ritro particulate MMO activity by adding copper to 

Table 1 .  E#ect yf' CuSO, on M M O  activity in ce1l:free extracts yf Methylococcus cupsulatus 
(Bath) groi1.n on methanol 

Values given are means of three experiments done on separate days on samples taken from the 
chemostat. Included is the spread of results from the mean. 

Particulate M M O  specific activity 
[nmol propylene oxide formed min-' (mg protein)-'] 

CuSO, in f A \ 

(mg I - '  1 (PH 7.5) (pH 7 4 .  0.4 mM-CU'+) 
growth medium Normal assay CuSO, in assay 

0 

0.2 
0.6 
1 .o 
1.2 
2.0 

0 4.1 1 . 1  

3.9 2 0.5 7.3 2 1.1 
10.5 k 1.6 18.7 0.9 
44.7 2 1.4 75.4 _+ 2.5 

110.1 2 4.7 175.6 k 5.5 
58.2 2 10.1 92.1 & 16.1 
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Table 2. EfSect of adding CuSO, to the growth medium on whole cell oxidation rutes of 
Methylococcus capsulatus grown on methanol 

Values given are means of two experiments. Included is the spread of results from the mean. 

Oxidation rates 
[nmol O2 consumed min-' (mg protein)-') 

f 

Substrate No Cu'+ 
(concn, mM) in growth medium 

Methane (0.1) 
Methanol (1.0) 
Ethanol (1.0) 
Formaldehyde (1 .O) 

Formate (1 .O)  
Ethylene (1.2) 
Propylene ( 1.5) 
Acetylene (1.2) 

61 f 5  

1 3 0 f 4  
100 f 10 
94 f 4 
86 k 7 

0 
0 
0 

Cu2+ (1.2 mg 1-l)  

in growth medium 

480 f 22 
312 k 10 
158 f 16 
117 f 4 
94f  10 
1 2 + 2  
6 f 3  
0 

the assay system. There was no enhancement of activity when copper was added to the assay 
system at pH 7-5.  Addition of the same concentration of copper sulphate (0.4 mM) to) an active 
soluble cell-free extract of Methylococcus capsulatus grown on methane inhibited the epoxidation 
activity by 90% (Dalton et al., 1984). 

Addition of copper to the growth medium also led to a change in the oxidation rates of whole 
cells (Table 2). With no copper in the growth medium the rate of oxygen consurned when 
methane was added as a substrate was only 15% of the rate of oxygen consumption when 
1 a2 mg 1-' copper was present in the growth medium. The lowest concentration of copper in the 
medium was nominally zero (i.e. no copper was added), however, it is possible that traces of 
copper may have been present although all the chemicals used were of analytical grade. 

Although alkenes are substrates for the MMO both in vivo and in vitro when suitable electron 
donors are supplied, neither ethylene nor propylene were oxidized here to any great extent by 
whole cells because the products of oxidation of these compounds cannot be further metabolized 
by the cell and so cannot supply the reducing equivalents necessary for continued MMO activity 
(Stirling & Dalton, 1979). 

Assays were also performed with copper nitrate and copper chloride replacing copper 
sulphate. The results showed that copper chloride enhanced activity of the particulate MMO 
slightly more (12%) than copper sulphate and that copper nitrate was slightly kss (26%) 
effective than the sulphate. 

Although Methylococcus capsulatus showed whole cell MMO activity when grown on 
methanol with or without added copper, no MMO activity was detected in the soluble fraction of 

cell-free extracts. Purified components of the Methylococcus capsulatus soluble MMO (provided 
by Dr J. Lund of this department) were used to confirm that the soluble fraction of the cell-free 
extract did not lack activity due to the absence of a single component. Neither proteins A, B or C 
of the MMO complex nor any combination of these components reconstituted activity but 
addition of all three components to the soluble fraction gave activity and showed that there was 
no inhibitor of propylene oxidation present in the extract. It was also shown by Ouchterlony 
double-diffusion plates that the inactive soluble fraction exhibited no cross-reactivity to 
antibody raised to active component A of the soluble MMO (the antibody was provided by Dr 
M. P. Woodland of this department). 

The change in the protein banding on SDS-PAGGE (Fig. 1) indicates that increasing the 

concentration of copper in the growth medium led to the synthesis of at least three major 
proteins which were either absent or present at very low levels in copper-deficient media. These 
proteins had molecular weights (46000; 35000; 25 000) similar to the protein bands that increase 
when methane-grown cells were switched from conditions under which they exhibited soluble 
MMO activity to those where they exhibited particulate MMO activity (Stanley et d . ,  1983). 
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Fig. 3. Thin-section electron photomicrographs of Methylococcus capsufatus (Bath). (a)  Cells grown on 
medium containing methanol and 0-2 mg copper sulphate 1 - I .  Intracytoplasmic membranes are visible 
(IM). (b, c) Cells grown on medium containing methanol and 0.6mg copper sulphate 1 - I .  

Intracytoplasmic membrane arrays (AM) are now clearly discernible within the cells. (d )  Cells grown 
on medium containing 1.2 mg copper sulphate 1-' displaying large numbers of intracytoplasmic 
membranes and totally lacking the electron-dense particles found at lower concentrations of copper 
sulphate. Bar markers, 0.5 pm. 

The protein banding on SDS gels also confirmed the absence of soluble MMO activity, as 
evidenced by the lack of protein bands which are known to correspond to the three subunits of 
protein A of the soluble MMO (Mol. wt 54000, 36000, 17000) (Woodland & Dalton, 1984). 

Electron microscopy of methanol-grown Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath) 

Thin-section electron microscopy of the cells grown at different concentrations of copper 
showed that at copper concentrations of 0-2 mg 1-l and above, the cells had very tightly packed 
arrays of intracytoplasmic membranes which increased in frequency as the copper 
concentration increased. At 2.0 mg copper I - '  in the medium the cells appeared to lose the tight 
packing and exhibit larger lumenal spaces between the membranes. With no copper in the 
medium the cells were of decreased size and totally lacked the membrane structures seen with 
the higher concentrations of copper; instead there appeared cyst-like organelles as shown in Figs 
2 and 3. 

DISCUSSION 

Conflicting reports have appeared in the literature concerning the growth of methylotrophs 
on methanol as their sole source of carbon and energy, Early reports suggested that growth was 
poor and that methanol was toxic to methylotrophs (Leadbetter & Foster, 1958; Stocks & 

McCleskey, 1964; Whittenbury et al., 1970). More recently methods have been published for the 
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adaptation of organisms to growth on methanol and several reports of methanol-grown 

methylotrophs are available (Linton & Vokes, 1978; Hou et al., 1979a; Hyder etal., 1979; Best & 

Higgins, 198 1). 
The results of our experiments prove that Methylococcus capsulatus is able to utilize methanol 

as sole source of carbon and energy and that such cells retain the ability to oxidize methane. In 
addition to oxidizing methane the cells can also oxidize a variety of other compounds. This 
agrees with the results of Linton & Vokes (1978) who maintained Methylococcus NCIB 1 1083 on 
methanol for 50 d without the cells losing methane-oxidizing activity. Similar results have been 
demonstrated with Methanomonas margaritae and Mevthylosinus trichosporium OB3b (Takeda et 
al., 1976; Best & Higgins, 1981). 

Most of the work on the retention of methane-oxidizing activity when organisms are grown on 
methanol was done with whole cells. However, Best & Higgins (1981) have demonstrated in zlitro 

MMO activity in the soluble fraction of cell-free extracts of Methylosinus trichosporium OB3b 
grown on methanol. In experiments reported here growth of Methylococcus capsulatus on 
methanol has demonstrated that MMO activity is due entirely to the particulate form of the 
enzyme, and that at no time during growth on methanol was the soluble form of the enzyme 
detected. 

We have recently reported (Stanley et al., 1983) that the intracellular location of the MMO in 
Methylococcus capsulatus and Methylosinus trichosporiurn OB3 b grown on methane was 
dependent on the copper :biomass ratio. To determine whether the difference in localization of 
the MMO activity when cells are grown on methanol was also due to copper, the organism was 
grown at a variety of copper concentrations. The results show that particulate MMO was present 
in the cells at all concentrations of copper used in the experiment and that the activity of the 
enzyme increased with increasing copper concentrations in the growth medium. 

The effect of copper on methylotrophs was first noted by Takeda et al. (1976), who 
demonstrated that when Methanomonas margaritae was grown on methane, growth was highly 
accelerated by the addition of copper ions; subsequently Ohtomo et al. (1977) and Takeda & 

Tanaka ( 1  980) reported that in Methanomonas margaritae the presence of intracytoplasmic 
membranes was dependent on the addition of copper sulphate to the media and that in a copper- 
deficient media only vesicles at the cell periphery were present. 

In the work presented here, the growth of Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath) on methanol, with 
increasing concentrations of copper sulphate, indicates that the MMO was always present in 
cells grown on methanol, but that at very low copper concentrations the activity is only detected 
by the addition of copper to the assay system. When copper was added to the growth medium the 
activity of the particulate MMO increased with increasing copper concentrations until at a 
concentration of 2.0 mg I-' the copper began to inhibit the activity of the enzyme. This suggests 
that the particulate MMO in Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath) has an absolute copper 
requirement for activity. The question of whether the copper is directly involved with the 
enzyme or whether it is regulating the synthesis or activity of other proteins necessary for 
methane oxidation cannot at this stage be answered. 

The addition of copper to cell-free extracts of Methylococcus capsulatus caused stimulation of 

the particulate MMO activity; this effect has also been observed in 'Methylosinus' sp. CRL-15 

(Pate1 et al., 1979). The fact that this stimulation occurred immediately after addition of copper 
to the assay system suggests that the copper is acting as a cofactor or prosthetic group for a 
protein that is already present in the extract and is not required for cie nouo protein synthesis. The 
copper requirement of the cells for cell-free methane-oxidizing activity is also shown by the fact 
that cells grown on methanol in copper-deficient media only exhibit in citro MMO activity when 
copper was added to the assay system. If copper plays a direct role in the oxidative activity of the 
particulate MMO then the stimulation of in vitro activity by copper at pH 7.0 and the lack of 
similar stimulation at pH 7.5 might be explained by a pH-dependent binding of copper to the 
enzyme. It has been shown that copper can bind to amino acid ligands and that this binding is 
pH dependent (Hallman et al., 1971). It has been computed that at pH 7.4 98% of Cu" was co- 
ordinated to cystine and histidine: in another experiment Perrin and Argawal(l973) reported 
that maximal binding of free Cuil to pentaglycine occurred at pH 7.4. If, as in these examples, 
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copper exhibits maximal binding to the enzyme at pH 7.4 then the addition of extra copper to 

the assay system at this pH will not lead to any great increase in enzyme activity. At pH 7.0 a 
lower percentage of the available copper is bound to the enzyme causing a decrease in activity; 
raising the concentration of free copper by the addition of copper salts to the assay s,ystem can 

lead to an increase in the amount of copper binding to the enzyme and thus produce increased 
MMO activity. The isolation of a copper-requiring MMO from Methylosinus trichosporium 

OB3b was reported by Tonge et al. (1977) but a relationship between copper, MMO activity and 
localization of the enzyme was not shown at that time. 

It is quite clear from the results presented in this work that the concentration of copper in the 

growth medium can exert a marked effect on the expression of whole cell MMO activity in 
methanol-grown cells. In this context therefore, it is relevant to note that Patel et al. (1978) and 
Hou et al. (1979b) did not observe any whole cell MMO activity in a variety of methanotrophs 
grown on methanol and concluded that the enzyme was induced by methane. Because the cells in 
their experiments were grown in batch culture containing only 5 pg CuSO,. 5H,O 1-l  it is almost 
certain that such cells were copper-limited and therefore would not be able to express the 
particulate form of the enzyme which appears to have an absolute requirement for copper ions. 

When Methylococcus cupsulutus and Methylosinus trichosporium OB3 b are grown on methane 
and become copper-limited they express a soluble MMO (Stanley et ul., 1983). The results 
presented here and the lack of any activity in the experiments of Hou et ul. (19796) arid Patel ef 
al. (1978, 1979) suggest that most methanotrophs when grown on methanol under copper- 
limitation cannot express the soluble form of the MMO. This is in contrast to the results of Best 
& Higgins (1981) who reported that when Methylosinus trichosporium OB3b was grown on 
methanol, MMO activity was retained in the soluble fraction of cell-free extracts. This apparent 
anomaly might be explained by the fact that the cell-free extracts were prepared by different 
methods. Our experimental procedure involved the use of a French pressure cell to break the 
cells whereas Higgins' group used sonication. In a recent set of unpublished experiments we 
have shown that sonication of membrane fractions exhibiting particulate MMO activity can 
lead to release of activity into the soluble fraction. The possibility that the diflerence in 
localization may be due to the method of breakage is currently under investigation. 

Thin-section electron microscopy of Methylococcus capsulutus (Bath) grown on methanol 
showed that in copper-deficient media the cells were slightly smaller than those grown in copper- 
containing media and that they totally lacked intracytoplasmic membranes. The cells appeared 
to have no internal membrane structures but had inclusions similar to the electron-translucent 

droplets described by Hyder et al. (1979) who grew Methylococcus cupsulatus ('Texas) on 
methanol. The lack of internal membranes when cells are grown on copper-deficient imedia but 
with methane rather than methanol as the carbon and energy source has also been observed with 
Methanomonas murguritae (Ohtomo et ul., 1977) and Methylococcus cupsulutus (Bath) (S. D. 
Prior, unpublished observations). 

The role of copper in the transition of cells from an intracellular structure lacking membrane 
arrays to one containing stacked arrays of intracytoplasmic membranes is not clear The link 
between methane oxidation and intracytoplasmic membranes has been postulated (Hyder et al., 
1979; Takeda et al., 1976; Takeda & Tanaka, 1980). The results presented here show that copper 
can exert an effect on both the levels of MMO and the presence or absence of intracytoplasmic 
membranes, but the question of whether the induction of enzyme leads to an increase in 
membrane content or vice versa, or even whether the two events are exclusive, cannot be 
answered. 

We have shown here that the particulate MMO appears to be constitutively synthesized when 
cells are grown on methanol, a fact that is not too surprising when one considers that methanol is 

also a substrate of the MMO (Colby et al., 1977) and that the amount and activity of the enzyme 
can be increased by the addition of copper to the medium of methanol-grown cells. It also shows 
that intracytoplasmic membranes increase in number in the presence of copper and may play an 
important role in the expression of MMO activity in Methylococcus cupsulutus (Ba1.h). 

What is apparent from this study is that the conditions, and in particular the copper 
concentration, under which methylotrophs are grown can affect not only the levels of key 
enzymes in the cell but also the intracellular morphology. 
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